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includes importing renderings of digital snapshots on
drawing software or printing paper plots from the 3D model
[15]. In this paper, we aim to improve the remote
collaborative review experience of 2D and 3D information
by integrating the individual physical desktop with the
virtual shared 3D workspace using spatial video overlay
technique. Our system configuration enables sharing views
of the digital 3D models and supports collaborative handdrawn annotation in the virtual 3D space (Figure 1a-b).
Providing a real-time shared view, tools for quick
annotations on 3D digital information and a connection
between the physical and the digital workspace has a great
potential for remote collaboration between professionals in
fields such as architectural/landscape design, planetary
science or medical practice.

We introduce AnnoScape, a remote collaboration system
that allows users to overlay live video of the physical
desktop image on a shared 3D virtual workspace to support
individual and collaborative review of 2D and 3D content
using hand gestures and real ink. The AnnoScape system
enables distributed users to visually navigate the shared 3D
virtual workspace individually or jointly by moving
tangible handles; simultaneously snap into a shared
viewpoint and generate a live video overlay of freehand
annotations from the desktop surface onto the system’s
virtual viewports which can be placed spatially in the 3D
data space. Finally, we present results of our preliminary
user study and discuss design issues and AnnoScape’s
potential to facilitate effective communication during
remote 3D data reviews.
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Figure 1. (a) AnnoScape prototype setup, (b) Shared 3D space.

INTRODUCTION

Contributions

When collaboratively reviewing visual content, leaving
quick annotations and using natural hand gestures such as
finger pointing, often helps participants communicate
effectively [2]. However, in remote settings for reviewing
shared contents, it is difficult for the participants to make
use of physical workspace and take full advantage of
traditional freehand sketching. This constraint pertains to
reviewing both 2D and 3D content in most screen/desktop
sharing programs [6, 19] or groupware [3, 4]. For example,
in architectural practice, a common method for leaving
annotations during a remote review of 3D information

We propose a new system design called AnnoScape that
focuses on remote collaborative review of 3D digital data
using a live video overlay of the physical desktop image on
the viewports of the 3D scene. AnnoScape provides the
capability to merge multiple work platforms into a shared
virtual 3D workspace through spatial video overlay
technique. This approach allows AnnoScape system to
maintain the benefits of traditional sketching tools on the
physical desktop workspace, which includes the tactility
and familiarity provided by the basic desktop tools. Our
contributions include:
• Application of video overlay techniques for 3D review,
using hand-drawn annotations and materials on the
physical desktop.
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• Interaction techniques to support various work modes
based on viewport configurations.
• A preliminary user study on the usage of physical
artifacts and freehand annotations during the
collaborative review of 3D information over a distance,
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to provide guiding principles for the future direction of
3D remote collaboration.

locations from multiple angles primarily by manipulating
the virtual camera proxy that is synced to the Tangible
Camera Controller. This approach allows the virtual camera
proxy to capture natural hand movements of the remote
participant. Also, the camera proxy provides video
thumbnails of the participants’ live annotation session
(Figure 3b). The subtle awareness of the remote
participant’s activity enables the users to naturally monitor
the focus of the partner’s attention.
DESIGN INTERACTIONS
Hardware Setup and The Interaction Design

Each desktop station consists of a monitor and two
webcams connected to a computer (Figure 3a). The
prototype configuration includes one webcam (Video 1)
facing the user to capture the talking head and another
overhead mount video source to stream the information
from the physical desktop (Video 2). We place a physical
Tangible Camera Controller with markers attached on the
desktop that can be detected by Video 2. The interface of
the AnnoScape system consists of 1) Inter-Personal Space
(IPS) for face-to-face conversations [8]; 2) focused
viewport that can merge into a synced workspace; and 3) a
reference view for navigation, which shows the location of
the focused viewports in the 3D environment from a bird’seye view (Figure 2) (Figure 4). In AnnoScape setup, we
enable users to swap between canned 3D models by having
them place paper print of the model with AR markers that
trigger the 3D model to change and the scene to reset and
clear out the annotations. In our demo, associated contents
such as a time-lapse video of the building’s construction
site are placed in the parallel location where the video was
actually taken. Users can snap their viewports onto the 2D
content’s location and review both 2D and 3D information.

Figure 2. AnnoScape interface consists of interpersonal space
(IPS), focused viewport, and reference view (Top), AnnoScape
interface flow and infrastructure (Bottom).
RELATED WORK
Shared Surface Video Overlay Applications

Sharing live video of the physical workspace over distance
has been explored mainly in reviewing 2D information [7,
8, 16] ClearBoard introduces the concept of seamlessly
connecting remote drawing surfaces through a transparent
surface. TeamWorkStation shows various workspace
overlay techniques. IllumiShare [17] directly projects the
remote collaborator’s shared surface on the local
workspace.
3D Review Using Tangible Controllers

Based on the concept of using physical artifacts as input
devices [5], BUILD-IT demonstrates the use of brick-based
navigation in a virtual camera in the 3D environment [14].
Other relevant projects using tangible controllers for 3d
navigation include Augmented Surfaces [10] and DeskCube
[12].
Freehand Drawings in 3D Space

Virtual Notepad [9] and Boom Chameleon by Tsang et al.
[13] utilize a spatially aware display to define the 2D plane
for digital annotation. Second Surface is a tablet-based
application that uses image-based AR recognition
technology to enable participants to digitally annotate 2D
content in user’s real environment [18].

Figure 3. (a) AnnoScape system hardware configuration,
(b)Tangible Camera Controller for navigation.
Navigation

The AnnoScape System

The Tangible Camera Controller enables remote
participants to visually navigate the shared virtual 3D space
individually or jointly and share viewports either
asynchronously or in real time. When the collaborator’s
viewport is close to an existing annotation session, the
scene snaps on top of the existing workspace. After
navigating in 3D to a desired scene, participants can capture
the focused viewport location by pressing the capture
button. In our system, capturing the personal focused
viewport means locking the scene into an area for
annotation and individual virtual workspace. Once the

The key attribute of the AnnoScape system is providing
tools for quick annotation that enhances the remote 3D
review process. To reach this goal, our system design aims
to integrate traditional freehand 2D annotations in the 3D
space by combining the video overlay-based shared
drawing techniques with virtual 3D viewport navigation
system. The benefit of the spatial video overlay technique is
that the system provides participants the freedom to utilize
the individual desktop workspace. In our system, users can
navigate in 3D and spatially arrange annotations in various
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scene is locked, the overhead webcam simultaneously
captures the physical individual desktop workspace, and the
system overlays the extracted live video image onto the
focused viewport. This allows users to place real-time
annotation on the captured 3D scene from specific angles in
the virtual space. When participants leave the workspace,
the annotation is archived spatially in the virtual 3D space.

3) Tightly Coupled Real-time Collaboration Mode

When all users are logged into to the system, a user can join
the remote collaborator’s annotation session on the same
3D scene synchronously by navigating to the activated
focused viewport location. The shared viewport generates a
strict WYSIWIS platform [11] that is well suited for a realtime shared review. Each participant’s viewport is
synchronized in the Tightly Coupled Real-time
Collaboration mode. In this mode, we allow users to switch
the interface between the default interface and the custom
interface for the mode, which is optimized for larger view
of the shared workspace (Figure 6b).

Figure 4. Various annotation methods include physical ink,
finger pointing, arbitrary objects and virtual camera proxy with
live video stream of the individual workspace.
Annotation

In AnnoScape setup, we use dry erase markers on a
horizontal white board for annotation (Figure 4). The
system automatically extracts live image of the ink, hand,
and physical object from the white foreground to provide
legible information. Through background subtraction image
processing [1], the pixels in the white area of the streaming
image are set to be transparent. For example, hands in white
gloves are invisible inside the virtual scene (Figure 4).
Rarely, there were times when unwanted objects in the
foreground would create markings after automatic
background subtraction. We implemented a manual
calibration feature using one click keyboard to achieve
clean background subtraction.

Figure 6. (a)Custom individual review interface switch, (b)
tightly coupled collaboration interface switch from the default
interface.
PRELIMINARY USER STUDY

We recruited eight participants including three individuals
with architectural and one with industrial design
backgrounds. We grouped participants into pairs in random
order and gave them tasks for each study, such as 1)
navigation and capturing the Focused Viewport in the
Individual Review Mode, 2) annotate information on the
3D model, 3) Communicate both with annotations and hand
gestures, 4) Display of Physical Materials. All participants
successfully performed the given tasks. We had the
participants rate the fluidity of interaction and the ease or
difficulty of completion for the tasks. A two-tailed paired ttest with a significance value of p = 0.05 was used for
questions rated 1-7. A similar sign test was conducted for
binary responses of preference questions. White gloves
versus no white gloves test didn’t result in any major
differences. The responses when the material samples were
used were significantly better than not using them.

Figure 5. (a)AnnoScape individual review mode, (b) AnnoScape
loosely coupled collaboration mode, (c) AnnoScape tightly
coupled collaboration mode.
Work Modes

In relation to how the viewports are tied to one another, the
AnnoScape system presents the following three types of
work modes (Figure 5):

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Based on the findings from the preliminary user study, we
designed additional applications and features that could
improve the AnnoScape system. Regarding the reference
image for direct annotation, while options such as using
overhead projection may have been a possibility; it also
generated problems such as casting harsh shadows on the
workspace during the annotation session. Later we learned
the issue of indirectness could be drastically resolved by
applying regular technical drawing tools such as a ruler to
provide the reference point in the virtual scene. We
included hidden features such as visually tilting or zooming
the 3D view using keyboard input in current setup. We also
implemented the preview mode, which allows users to
transition to the archived annotation workspaces through

1) Individual Review Mode

Individual Review mode is the asynchronous 3D review
session done by an individual user. The user can spatially
navigate in the virtual 3D workspace, capture viewports and
place annotations on multiple 3D scenes. We also allow
users to hide Interpersonal Space UI elements for better
view (Figure 6a).
2) Loosely Coupled Real-time Collaboration Mode

The remote collaborators can both log into the system and
synchronously work on separate parts of the shared 3D
data. This is called Loosely Coupled Real-time
Collaboration.
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smooth animation with simple keyboard input. As a
separate application, we created tools for content-filtering
options that can display captured images or associated
contents with different alpha values. This was designed for
scenarios with more than two users. The tool would help
identify the contents based on the owners or the time in
which it was created. We plan to evaluate the potential of
these additional features further in future work. Although
the primary driving idea of the AnnoScape is to make use
of the live overlay of desktop in 3D space, we also saw
great potential in a scalable multimodal system. As a proof
of concept, we integrated the AnnoScape into a pair of
tablet device. The mobile AnnoScape can possibly integrate
a real-time live video feed from various physical locations
into the 3D digital workspace. For example, the onsite
construction can be streamed live inside the virtual 3D
workspace in the parallel location using the camera from a
tablet device. Achieving a seamless transition across a
variety of work modes and enriching the representation of
shared information are our long-term goals.
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